MINU DEVI
N ow, down from 11 in January and 7.5 in mid-April, the military operations of the Maoists have suffered a severe setback. The Kailash Satyarthi Memorial Institute of Education and Research had put the figure at 11 in mid-January. This sharp drop in the number of Maoists killed is a clear indication of the effectiveness of the government’s military efforts.

The government has been taking steps to strengthen the security forces. The army has been beefed up with more manpower and modern equipment. The air force has been upgraded with new aircraft. The navy has been equipped with modern warships.
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Caught in the middle in Madhyagayan

MADHYAGAYAN IS NOT THE TOWN’s real name. But it is a sign of the times that even the editors have come to accept the town’s name. It is in the Madhyagayen Madda Bazaar, and it is caught in the middle between the local government and the federal government.

In more pleasant times, it used to be a bustling place. Pretty much any of the district’s commercial and social activities would take place there. But now, most of these activities have moved to the bigger towns, and people look for other things, and everyone gets by.

The roads to the north of the town are in a sorry state, and the only way to get to the main roads is by going through the town. This has led to a lot of traffic congestion, and people have to wait for hours to get to their destinations.

On a quiet afternoon several weeks into the emergency, everyone talked about the town. The town was a centre of anti-government activity, and people were complaining. They were complaining about the poverty, the unemployment, and the lack of opportunities for anyone offering the same to the other side. The middle in Madhyagayen, and they are scared.

During the elections, people voted in large numbers. They voted for change, they voted for a better future. But the elections were marred by violence, and people were afraid to express their true sentiments.

Now, the town is silent. People are afraid to talk. They are afraid to express their opinions. They are afraid to vote. They are afraid to hold the government accountable.

Guns and roses in Delhi

Nepal is not land-locked, it is India-locked. And our national security is at stake.

We have been talking about security, and the need for a strong security system. But the security system is not foolproof. It is a system that is designed to protect us, but it is also designed to protect the government.

There are three main concerns in Nepal: border security, internal security, and foreign policy.

Border security is a major concern. The border is a source of conflict and instability. It is a source of illegal activities, such as drug trafficking, human trafficking, and terrorism.

Internal security is also a major concern. The country is divided into different regions, and each region has its own concerns and problems. The government has been trying to deal with these issues, but it has not been effective.

Foreign policy is also a concern. The government has been trying to improve relations with other countries, but it has not been successful. The government has been accused of being too soft on some issues, and too aggressive on others.

In conclusion, we need a strong security system, but we also need a strong government. We need a government that is willing to take risks, and that is willing to make difficult decisions.

Dwarka New York, USA
The Indians are coming

Nepal’s downhill tourism industry is seeing an upturn in tourist arrivals, with the recent visit of Indian Prime Minister Manmohan Singh to Kathmandu. This visit, combined with the Indian government’s efforts to promote tourism, has led to an increase in the number of Indian tourists visiting Nepal. The Nepali government has also been proactive in promoting tourism by organizing various events and festivals, which has further contributed to the rise in tourist arrivals. The increase in tourist arrivals is expected to have a positive impact on the local economy and provide employment opportunities for the local population.

Bench checkout

The Nepali government has been working to improve its tourism infrastructure and services. A recent announcement by the government includes the construction of new hotels and resorts in popular tourist destinations. This will not only improve the quality of services available to tourists but also create employment opportunities for the local population. Additionally, the government has announced plans to promote eco-tourism and cultural tourism, which are expected to attract more tourists and boost the local economy.

Your concerns about income, employment, health, education, communications, environment, and more. Get your answers at Nepal Bazaar. Live presentation of Nepal’s achievement, problems, and prospects in national development. Come visit and become a partner in the progress of Nepal.

Nepal Bazaar Forum 2002

Nepal Bazaar is a platform for government officials, civil society representatives, and the private sector to share ideas and discuss the challenges and opportunities facing the nation. The forum aims to promote dialogue and collaboration among different stakeholders to improve the quality of life for the Nepalese people. The forum provides a unique opportunity to discuss issues such as income, employment, health, education, and environment, and to hear from experts on how to address these challenges.

Inspiration on Ice

India’s Third Annual National Ice Hockey Championships has just ended and it didn’t matter who won.

At Blaise Lax
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For victims of trafficking, hope may be unconventional. The article highlights the importance of access to justice and the need for international cooperation to combat trafficking.
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In light of the recent Voluntary Declaration of Income Scheme and the cash crunch the government is facing, we spoke with BHOJ RAJ GHIMIRE, Joint Secretary of the Revenue Division of the Finance Ministry, about tax evasion and reforms to the collection system.

**BPC again**

Individual Nepal has called the Independent Power Company (IPC) and the Chauplay Group the "biggest thieves of the country." The IPC has recently resumed operations after the recent political turmoil. The Chauplay Group operates in the hydropower sector. The government recently announced an overhaul of the electricity sector. Nepal's energy sector is still in a state of flux, with the government struggling to find a viable solution to the ongoing energy crisis.

Nepal's energy policy has been a hotly debated topic for years. The government has been trying to address the energy crisis by increasing domestic production and diversifying energy sources. However, the country continues to rely heavily on imported oil and gas, which is expensive and unpredictable. The government has been working with international partners to develop hydropower projects.

Despite the efforts, the energy crisis remains a significant challenge for the country. The government needs to find a long-term solution to ensure a stable and affordable energy supply. The recent political turmoil has also added to the complexity of the situation, as the government must navigate the demands of various stakeholders, including the private sector, national security, and the wider population.

In an effort to improve the electricity situation, the government has announced plans to increase the country's installed capacity. The government has also introduced measures to encourage the use of renewable energy sources, such as solar and wind power. However, these efforts have faced challenges, including a lack of infrastructure and financial support.

The government needs to work closely with international partners to address the energy crisis. The government must also create a favorable environment for private sector investment in the energy sector. By doing so, Nepal can take a significant step towards achieving energy security and sustainability.

The situation is complex, and finding a solution will require a coordinated effort from all stakeholders. The government must work hard to ensure that the energy sector contributes to the country's economic development and improves the lives of its citizens. The country needs a comprehensive energy strategy that takes into account the diverse needs of its people and the environment.

In conclusion, the energy crisis remains a significant challenge for Nepal. The government needs to work closely with international partners to address the situation. The government must also create a favorable environment for private sector investment in the energy sector. By doing so, Nepal can take a significant step towards achieving energy security and sustainability.

The government needs to work hard to ensure that the energy sector contributes to the country's economic development and improves the lives of its citizens. The country needs a comprehensive energy strategy that takes into account the diverse needs of its people and the environment.

In conclusion, the energy crisis remains a significant challenge for Nepal. The government needs to work closely with international partners to address the situation. The government must also create a favorable environment for private sector investment in the energy sector. By doing so, Nepal can take a significant step towards achieving energy security and sustainability.

The government needs to work hard to ensure that the energy sector contributes to the country's economic development and improves the lives of its citizens. The country needs a comprehensive energy strategy that takes into account the diverse needs of its people and the environment.
Nepali minstrels want to move with the times, but keeping their identity intact.

Alok Tumbahangphey

Everyone arrived on time, except and wine by comely apsaras. Each caste was seated in its occasion for great celebration and . I didn’t come, death met me . Childhood was spent in play , and that her path is now open .

Before the heavens was obviously an . Children were taught to be kind and used with care. This, they say, is of Jung Bahadur hunting tigers in Singha Darbar 30 years ago, and feats that led to the unification of Nepal, of the fire that ravaged nation building. Asking whether we would like to have a job Our hearts concurred .

Sanu Kancha: “I hope education is their long-term goal, but not a word about the Gandharba. And that was why . People call us the lack of a basic education. Many youngsters of the community say the preservation of culture is not enough. Education is their long-term goal, and 25 years I was told music was important. And Sanu Kancha himself has had some real admirers, especially in the last few years.

Gandharbas are not to be treated as mere entertainers. This, they say, is of loves lost and won, of the pain of Jung Bahadur hunting tigers in Singha Darbar 30 years ago, and feats that led to the unification of Nepal, of the fire that ravaged nation building. Asking whether we would like to have a job Our hearts concurred .
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Balancing rights with might

D uring September 11 the end of a period of the expansion of the human rights movement may have been reached. UN Security Council Resolution 1373 which was passed in the aftermath of the September 11 attacks, stated that all states shall take effective measures to prevent the financing of terrorism and to co-operate with each other in this respect.

But the question arises: who will enforce the rule of law? And where will the righthanders and the lefties come from? What we need is a new definition of human rights. The problem is that the UN is not a force to be reckoned with on the world stage. The only way to enforce the rule of law is to create a new body, the International Anti-Terrorism Court, which will have jurisdiction over all cases of terrorism.

The new court will be funded by the UN and the EU, and will have a mandate to investigate and prosecute all cases of terrorism. It will also have the power to impose sanctions on countries that do not cooperate with its investigations.

The court will have the power to impose sanctions on countries that do not cooperate with its investigations. This includes the power to impose economic sanctions, such as trade embargoes and travel bans, as well as diplomatic sanctions, such as the withdrawal of diplomatic personnel.

The court will also have the power to impose criminal sanctions, such as jail terms and fines. These sanctions will be imposed on individuals and governments that are found to be guilty of terrorism.

The court will be staffed by highly qualified and experienced lawyers from around the world. These lawyers will be selected on the basis of their expertise in human rights law and their experience in investigating and prosecuting cases of terrorism.

The court will have the power to hear cases from around the world, and will be expected to be impartial and objective in its decisions.

The court will be funded by both the UN and the EU, and will be expected to work closely with both bodies. The court will also have the power to seek the assistance of the UN and the EU in its investigations and prosecutions.

The court will be an important step forward in the fight against terrorism. It will provide a new forum for the investigation and prosecution of terrorism, and will give the UN and the EU a new tool in their efforts to combat terrorism.
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Individuals [Maoris] who want to surrender must fill in this form before they can do so.

The government always talks about begging. We might have to leave this place and go to a graveyard. Sometimes jokes get played on us...
19-02 18-03 19-02 20-01 19-02

Why we youth have suffered, we need to be involved in mapping the development path. It is our future.

Radio Sagarmatha

For insertions ring NT Marketing at 543333-36.
Under My Hat
by Kunda Dixit

As time goes by

neither does the cloud have a clear and definite meaning. As far as can be seen, in the right 

sky, the right time, the right chemistry? How can she know that he will feel the same way she feels? 

This is a question that has bedevilled Man from the end of the last ice age when our hunter-killer forbears 

emerged from their prehistoric caves in the vicinity of the Tora Bora mountains wearing nothing but prehis-

There is, however, a slight problem. As we know from the observations of Frank Sinatra (who says there 

is no woman in the world that is not a beautiful woman), women are from Venus and men from Mars! Why they 

To whom would the lover who is the right species, how does she know he is Mr Right? How does she figure out 

There are so many things that can go wrong in an arranged marriage, the selection criteria is very important. 

This is how the newly set up "Promo" in "Real" Cyber 

The whole class was taught in Tamang language. This is a unique approach, and 

When she first went to school, she felt left out, 

When a local group ran adult education classes, 

There is, however, a slight problem. As we know from the observations of Frank Sinatra: woman needs 

ECDL is well reported, automatic male don who has been in the intriguing business for generations, 

Learning from her own 

Language no bar for Suruchi 

Suruchi Maya Tamang 
never went to school. 

She did not go to school because her father was too busy with his thumbnails of partners to be. Some helpful 

While a local group ran adult education classes, they didn’t ask her whether she was an adult. So, Suruchi got 

As time goes by, how far be a right grade? Can he be the right guy? How can she figure out the 

The problem is that the clouds which you cannot see, are living in the right sky, the right time, 

Okay, say for the sake argument he is the right species, how does she know he is Mr Right? How does she figure out 

The Whether is in the right sky, he is Mr Right. 

The whole class was taught in Tamang language. This is a unique approach, and 

From where do you want to be? 

There? 

Or here? 

Faster than the rest! 

GPO Box 876, Sutrul Marg, Kollamthep, Nepal, Ph: 249200, 166487 
Fax: +977-1-2262467, Email: smxs@msn.com, URL: http://www.mox.com.np 
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